The asymptotic distribution of singular values and eigenvalues of non-Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices is studied. These matrices are associated with the Fourier series of an univariate function f. The asymptotic distribution of singular values is computed when f belongs to L2 and is matrix-valued, not necessarily square. Clusters of singular values are also studied, and a new result is proved. Moreover, a classical formula due to Szegii concerning the asymptotic spectrum of Hermit& Toeplitz matrices is extended to the non-Hermitian block case, under the assumption that f is bounded and test functions are harmonic. Finally, it is proved that the class of harmonic test functions is optimal, as far as that formula is concerned. 0 1998
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with asymptotic singular values and eigenvalues of non-Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices, generated by a univariate matrix-val-as follows:
THEOREM (Tyrtyshnikov [16] ). Iff : ( -n-, r> + C is L,', then the .singuhzr values of {T,} are distributed as If< x)1, that is, for any continuous function F with compact support in R one has where a&T,), j = 1,. . . , n, are the singular values of T,,.
The above theorem by Tyrtyshnikov covers the case where f is complex valued and the matrices {T,,} it generates are n X n square matrices; on the other hand, the notion of singular value makes sense also when the matrices involved are nonsquare (in this case, the number of singular values equals the minimum between the number of rows and the number of columns). In Section 4, we extend Tyrtyshnikov's theorem to the more general case where the generating function f is matrix-valued; moreover, we allow f to be nonsquare, that is, we consider the case f : ( -IT, rr ) + C" ' k, h and k being (generally) distinct natural numbers. As a consequence, the hn X kn block Toeplitz matrices {T,}, generated by f according to (2) that is, if f is scalar valued: in fact, in this particular case f(x) has onl!, one singular value, namely If(x and T,, is n X II.
Studying the singular values of nonsquare matrices, besides theoretical interest, is also important in many applications: consider, for example, a lineal system of the kind TX = 6, where the matrix T has block Toeplitz structure but is nonsquare; if the number of rows of T exceeds the number of columns, the system TX = b may have no solution, but one can always consider solutions in the sense of least squares (see [6] ), that is, vectors x which minimize the functional IITx -b112. It is well known that x minimizes IlTx -bl12 if and only if T*Tx = T*b, where T* is the Hermitian conjugate of T; moreover, the solution is unique if T has full rank. Therefore, iterative methods such as the conjugate gradient (see [9, 171) can be applied to solve the system T* TX = T*b; on the other hand, the convergence rate of conjugate gradient and analogous methods largely depends on the spectrum of the matrix involved (see [4, 711 , and, since the eigenvalues of T*T are the squares of the singular values of T, formulas such as (5) play an important role.
In the case where f is bounded we show (Theorem 4.1) that the singular values. of T,, cannot exceed a,,(f), which is, roughly speaking, the essentially largest singular value that f(r) assumes as x ranges between -rr and rr (see Definition 4.1). A nontrivial lower bound for the singular values of {T,) cannot be given in general (see Remark 4.2); nevertheless, in Theorem 4.5 we prove that the interval [I,, cr,,a,,,(f)] is a cluster for the singular values of T,,: this essentially means that the number of singular values of T, which are smaller than crmi,(f> cannot grow linearly with n (the concept of cluster is taken from Tyrtyshnikov [16] , and it is recalled in Definition 4.4).
In Section 5, we deal with the eigenvalues of T,, (in the case where this makes sense, i.e. when h = k and f is square matrix valued). Our starting point is the localization Theorem 5.1, where we characterize the closed convex set Z?B'(f> (which is the essential numerical range of f; see Definition 5.1) as a subset of @ containing all the eigenvalues of T,. When f is bounded, Z?s(f> is a compact set in C; then it might seem reasonable that Szegij's formula (3) could be extended to the non-Hermitian case, under the hypothesis that F in (3) is continuous on the compact set 89(f).
Unfortunately, as observed by Parter [ll] , this cannot be done, and the reason is very simple: the eigenvalues of T, are far from being densely distributed on the range off as n tends to infinity. To see this, consider the scalar case where f(x) = 2"; it is obvious that kFS'(f > is the closed disk D = {z E @ : ) z 1 =G 1) (see Definition 5.11, and that The importance of (7) . 1s mainly theoretical, since the class of harmonic test functions is perhaps too small for one to get from (5) precise information abut clustering of eigenvalues on ZS?(f); the main reason for this is the maximum principle for harmonic functions, which excludes functions with compact support from admittable test functions, and makes it impossible to estimate how many eigenvalues of T,, cluster in a given set Q c 299(f) by means of test functions supported in R (see, for example, the proof of Theorem 4.5, where this technique is successfully applied to singular values instead).
One might ask if there exist continuous functions, which are not harmonic, such that (7) holds for all f: surprisingly, the answer is negative. In fact, in Theorem 5.5 we show that the class of harmonic functions is the largest class of admittable test functions in the non-Hermitian case, as far as (7) is concerned. This is due to the fact that f(x) (and hence I',) here is not supposed to be Hermitian; if f is Hermitian matrix-valued, then the matrices {I',,] are Hermitian and (7) holds for any function F continuous with compact support in R, under the very weak assumption that f is L' (see [15] ). In the non-Hermitian case examined in this paper, instead, the asymptotic misbehavior of the eigenvalues of T, must be balanced by the stronger assumption that test functions are harmonic.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
Throughout this paper we denote by N, Z, [w, and C respectively the set of natural, integer, real and complex numbers. If a, b E [w, we define a A b = min{a, b} and a V b = max(a, b}; if z E @, we denote by '8 z the real part of 2.
If X, y E @" are complex vectors, we denote by ( y, X> = Cy, i yiXi the usual scalar product on @", and by IJx(I = dm the Euclidean norm of x.
If A is a h x k matrix with complex entries {a,,J (we write A E ch x '1, we denote by
its Frobenius norm, and by A* E C kxh the Hermitian conjugate matrix; if moreover k = h, we denote by Tr A = C~=,U~,~ the trace of A, and by Aj(A), j = 1, . . . , k, the eigenvalues of A, counted with their multiplicities (since we do not assume that A is Hermitian, there is no natural order among its eigenvalues, and any labeling will do; what matters is that algebraic multiplicities are taken into account).
We now briefly recall how singular values are defined. It is well know that Throughout this paper, we will deal with matrix-valued functions integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on the interval Q = (-r', ~1; if P(X) is a proposition depending on x E Q, by writing "P(x) for x E Q a.e." we mean that P(X) holds for x E Q almost everywhere, that is, P( 1~) is true for x E Q \ Q', where Q' is a subset of Q and has zero Lebesgue measure.
We denote by E':(Q, Chxk) th e s p ace of all h X k matrix-valued functions with compact support in Q, which are infinitely many times differentiable; if I c IA% is a compact set, E'(Z) denotes the Banach space of all complex-valued functions continuous on 1, endowed with the usual sup norm.
If p > 1 is a real number, we denote by Lp(Q, Ckx k> (or simply by L J' if the context is clear) the Banach space of all h X k matrix-valued functions which are p-integrable on Q, that is,
where & indicates integration with respect to Lebesgue measure on Q.
We will also deal with the Banach space IJm<Q, Chx k, of h X k matrixvalued measurable functions which are essentially bounded (or, simply.
hour&d)
over Q, that is,
We use the Frobenius norm for convenience, but it is clear that any other vector norm would yield the same L I' space, since all norms are equivalent in a finite dimensional space. The main reason to use the Frobenius norm is the following: the space L2(Q, C hx k, is a Hilbert space, with scalar product given bY <f,
If f E L'(Q, Chxk), we refer to the h x k complex matrices as the matrix Fourier coefficients off. Parseval's relation in L2 then becomes IIf II22 = E II AjII:
We say that the sequence of matrices {T,} is generated by f if T,, is defined by (2>, where the blocks Aj are the matrix Fourier coefficients of f, defined by (1) .
A simple inequality we will need is the following: if f E L'(Q, Ch "1 and {T,,} is the set of block Toeplitz matrices generated by f, then This inequality easily follows from the block Toeplitz structure of T, and Parseval's relation in L'(Q, ch ">: in fact, IlT,lli equals the sum of the squares of the Frobenius norms of its blocks, and each block Aj appears in T, at most n times.
Another matrix norm we will use is the spectral norm, that is, the operator norm induced by the Euclidean norm on vectors; it is defined by
It is well known (see [lo]) that 11 AlI2 2 coincides with the largest eigenvalue of A*A, for any A E chxk; as a consequence, II Allz = qi,,,x( A) VA E chxk.
(10)
Although the above two quantities coincide, we prefer to keep the two concepts distinct, since they arise in different settings. For example, since 11 -112 is an operator norm, it follows straightforwardly that it is subadditive and submultiplicative with respect to matrices. We recall that also the Frobenius norm is submultiplicative, although it is not an operator norm; moreover, the spectral norm is majorized by Frobenius norm. Now we discuss some inequalities involving matrix norms, which will be widely used throughout. We begin with I( Av, u>l < cm,,( A)lbll Ilull
VA E chxk, u E Ch, v E Ck, (11)
which immediately follows from the Schwarz inequality, (91, and (10).
A simple but useful inequality is
ITr Al =G fill AI/F VA E ckxk. (12) Another inequality which we will often use is (13) which is well known and holds for any two matrices A and B, provided their product AB makes sense; it can be easily proved by decomposing B
(respectively, A) into singular values (this can be done because the two norms involved are unitarily invariant). Inductively applying (IS), one obtains NJ, ... u,vw, *** W"& < llvIlFllu,ll2 *.* IIqJlellW~lla *** llw,~112> (14) which holds for any matrices {I,$}, V, and {W,}, provided the above product makes sense.
We will need also the following two inequalities:
and an extension to nonsquare matrices: 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
This section is entirely devoted to establishing Lemma 3.3, concerning the asymptotic behavior of Tr (T,* T,) p and Tr T,P for p E N, when n tends to infinity. We will establish a relation between the trace of (T,* T,,)P and the trace of (f*f> r, and an analogous relation between the trace of T"P and the trace of fp when f is square; this will allow us to prove the distribution theorems in Sections 4 and 5.
The following proposition is technical, and is used to simplify the proof of Lemma 3.3.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose f E L"(Q, Chxk), sN E LYQ, Chxk) for N E N, and there exists M > 0 such that IIf llL= < M, (IsNIIL= < Mfor N E k4. Zf sN converges to f in L'(Q, Chxk), then
p E N. (17a)
Moreover, if h = k then
Proof From the hypothesis it clearly follows that
By (121, (15b), and (18) we obtain
II%44 -fb>II, ds. Tr
Finally, we observe that the last integral is infinitesimal when N tends to infinity, because sx converges to f in L'(Q, Chxk); therefore (17a> is proved.
To prove (17b), the same argument can be repeated, using (15a) instead of(l5b) to majorize IIs,( -f(x)I'((F. The idea underlying this lemma is the following: the product of two banded Toeplitz matrices is also a banded Toeplitz matrix (with larger bandwidth) up to the comers, and the size of the comers depends only on the bandwidth of the matrices (not on their order).
In the proof of this lemma we adopt the following notation: if k is an integer, we let I = k + N and k = k -N.
Proof. Let us prove (20a). It is clear that, for n > N, any matrix S,,, has block band structure, and the block bandwidth is at most 2 N + 1; in fact Comparing this equality with (241, the proof of (20a) is completed.
The proof of (2Ob) is analogous to that of (20a>, and it is omitted.
??
Now we are ready to drop the assumption that the generating function is a trigonometric polynomial, extending the previous results to the case where the generating function is only supposed to be bounded. where we have denoted the three terms in (28), (291, and (30) respectively 1)) e,(n, ~1, e,(n, N), and e,(N).
Since T,, and S, n , are nh X nk matrices, by (12) and then by (I5b) (this is well known: a proof, in the case where sN is scalar-valued, can be found in [3] ; if, as here, sN is matrix-valued, the statement is still true, since the entries of the matrix Fourier coefficients of sN are just the scalar Fourier coefficients of the entries of sN). Letting M = IlfllLs, it is clear that (27) still holds; to complete the proof, it is sufficient to repeat all the previous steps, from (27) on. The only difference is the following: in order to show that lim n-ta e&n, N) = 0, we can no longer rely on (20a) of Lemma 3.2, because now .s~,(x) is not a trigonometric polynomial; this difficulty is overcome using (25a), which we have already proved under the additional assumption (31).
Finally, (25b) can be proved just like (25a), that is, first assuming (26) and then dropping the assumption; the only difference is that (15a) must be used instead of (I5b), in order to majorize e,(n, N). H
LOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SINGULAR VALUES
In Section 2 we defined a,,;,( A) and a,,,,,(A) as the smallest and, respectively, the largest singular value of a matrix A; if f E L'(Q, Chx "), we need global notions of essentially smallest and largest singular value of .f as a matrix-valued function; therefore, we give the following Lz(Q,Chxk >, and let {T,) Lm(Q,ChXli) , r > 0, as follows:
be the set of block Toeplitz matrices generated by f. For any test function F continuous with compact support in R, one has

P,f(x) = i f(x) if Ilf(x)IIF < r, p .q) R if Ilf( x>II, Z r; (38)
it is easy to see that P,f E L"(Q,Chxk) and IlP,f(x)IIp Q IIf<x>II,, x E Q.
We claim that P,f converges to f in L2(Q, @ hx k, as r tends to infinity. In fact, letting g,(x) = If(x) -P,f(r)ll~, we have lim.,, g,(x) = 0 for x E Q a.e.; moreover, and, since f E L'(Q, Chxk), we can apply dominated convergence and conclude that /Y ~ 1 g, 1 tends to zero when r tends to infinity. Now let F, continuous with compact support in R, and E > 0 be given. Let a > 0 be a real number such that the support of F is contained inside ( --a, a); it is easy to see that r > a implies in fact, prf( x.) has the same singular values as f(x), except those greater than T, which are replaced by r; but in the latter case we have F(u) = 0 if (T > I^.
Now let F' be a differentiable
function with compact support, such that
it is not restrictive to assume that the support of F' (like that of F) lies inside C-u, a> and that max IF'1 > 0 (that is, F' is not identically zero). We now choose T > a so large that 
4.5.
Suppose f E L'(Q, chx k>, and let {T,,) he the set of block
Toeplitz matrices generated by f. Then the set [q,,,,(f 1, a,, ,,(f 11 is a cluster for the singular values of {T,,}.
Proof.
We already know that no singular value of T,, can be larger than 
Let n E M be given, and let u E C'" be a vector, partitioned into blocks as follows:
, UJ E ck, j = I,...,n.
\%I,
Then by (2) LEMMA THEOREM 5.4.
Suppose f E Lm(Q, Ckxk), and let IT,,) be the set of block Toeplitz matrices generated by f. Th en or any function F holomorphic in an
Supposef E L=(Q, Ckxk), and let {T,,) be the set of block Toeplits matrices generated by f. Then for any ftmction F harmonic in an
open set Cl G @ containing 8.9(f ),
Proof.
Since ZS(f > 1s convex, it is not restrictive to assume that fl is simply connected: if this is not the case, it is sufficient to replace 0 by its THEOREM 5.5.
Suppose Cl G C is a nonempty open set, let k E N, and let F be a complex-valued function continuous in R. Suppose that, for all
f E Lm(Q, Ckxk) with E'_%'(f) c Cl, the limit relation (56) holds, where {T,l is the set of block Toeplitz matrices generated by f. Then F is harmonic in Cl.
Proof, Let z0 E 0 and r > 0 be given, such that the closed disk D of radius r centered at z0 is contained in R. Let us set f(x) = (z,, + reix)Zk,
where Zk is the k X k identity matrix. It is clear that z0 + re'" is the only eigenvalue of f(x), with k as multiplicity; moreover, the sequence {T,) is given by T,, = z,jzk '. n E N, 'I, %Ik _nkxnk and thus z0 is the only eigenvalue of T,, with nk as multiplicity. Then, (56) reduces to F(z,) = &/_" F(z, + re'")dx, n that is, F(q) equals the mean value of F on the boundary of D; since D is an arbitrary closed disk in CI, F has the mean-value property in R, and hence F is harmonic in C! (the mean-value property completely characterizes harmonic functions: see, for example [5, Theorem 2.71.
